
   

Waiheke Local Board 
Community Forum Agenda 

 
Date of forum: Wednesday, 9 FEBRUARY 2022 
Time: 5.30pm  
Venue:  Microsoft Teams (link will be sent in invite) 
  
   

Time Forum Item Presenter Proposed 
Outcome(s) 

5.30pm  Karakia and Introductions Chair Cath Handley Formally open the 
meeting. 

5.35pm Neighbours Day Beth Rose  (Waiheke 
Resources Trust) 

To provide update 
on progress of 
Neighbours Day 

5:55pm Friends of Mackenzie Reserve Jan Ramp + Niki 
Schuk 

Signage and 

general update on 

vision and progress 

for Mackenzie Res. 

6:15pm Fishing line recycling bin scheme Carys Templar and 
Jude Chambers 
(Waiheke Marine 
Project) 

Present proposal 

on fishing line 

recycling bin 

scheme to 

potentially sit on 

council reserves 

near beaches 

6:35pm Boat Wreck into Children's 
Playground 

Ari Vanderschoot Proposal to 

salvage & 

repurpose Rosalie 

Clare shipwreck for 

children’s 

playground item at 

Talking Tree Hill 

6.55 Local Board update and open Q&A 
session 
 
Current board projects 

  

7:00 pm Closing Karakia Chair Cath Handley Formally close the 
meeting. 

 

  



   

Waiheke Local Board (WLB) 
Community Forum Minutes 

 
Date of forum: Wednesday, 9 FEBRUARY 2022 
Time: 5.30pm  
Venue:  Microsoft Teams  
Present:  Auckland Council: Councillor Coom 
  Local board members: Chair Handley, Deputy Chair Matthews, Upchurch, 

Tucker, Walden. 
  Speakers: Beth Rose (Waiheke Resources Trust), Jan Ramp + Niki Schuk (Friends 

of MacKenzie Reserve), Carys Templar + Jude Chambers (Waiheke Marine 
Project), Ari Vanderschoot. 

  Public: Nathalya Larson (WRT), Mereana Berger (WMP), Gulf News Reporter 
  Staff: Lisa Waldner (WLB), Glenn Boyd (WLB), Shane Hogg (Community Facilities, 

Auckland Council) 
Apologies:  Fiona Gregory (Auckland Council, Connected Communities) 
  
   

Time Forum Item Presenter Proposed Outcome(s) 

5.30pm  Karakia and 
Introductions 

Chair Cath Handley Formally open the meeting. 

5.35pm Neighbours Day Beth Rose  (Waiheke 
Resources Trust) 

To provide update on progress of Neighbours 
Day (ND) initiative run by Waiheke Resources 
Trust (WRT). 
In 2021: 

- ND held with individuals via vouchers 
system for localised spending (admin 
heavy for WRT) 
 

WRT running ND again in 2022: 
- Theme is ‘Kai Connections’  
- Dates 18-21 March 22 
- WRT working with small groups who 

apply for set funding (paid out by 
WRT) 

- Groups must attend waste reduction 
event with WRT to qualify 

- Asking groups to manage themselves, 
WRT manages funds 

- Will run regardless of traffic lights due 
to anticipated numbers <100 

- Invitation has gone out already, 
details up on website this week 

- Hoping admin lessens this year and 
hubs empowered 

- Action: Beth to send event details to 
Lisa for posting on WLB Facebook pg 



   
- Member Kylee Matthews provided 

feedback on positive outcomes 
experienced by Surfdale Neighbours’ 
Group after last year’s ND  

- Beth raised possible post-covid-
lockdown need within communities 
for in-person reconnection with 
others also expressed some concern 
around energy levels in communities 
for organising events 

- Cr Coom noted her support 

5:55pm Friends of 
Mackenzie 
Reserve 

Jan Ramp + Niki Schuk Signage & general update on vision and 
progress for Mackenzie Reserve. 

- Highlighted work over preceding years 
to build community spirit within 
reserves volunteer network 

- Strength of this network leveraged 
during COVID lockdowns to support 
one another (information sharing, 
grocery & prescription collection) 

- Relayed local board covid updates to 
database 

- Have increased neighbours awareness 
of one another 

- Ensure social gatherings part of 
planting & volunteer events 

- Volunteer hours down due to Covid, 
funding from Hauraki Gulf 
Conservation Trust used for local 
contractors to complete weeding  

- All tree used for planting locally 
sourced 

- Increasing number of visitors to 
reserve, request made for better 
coordination of mowing schedule to 
fit in with peak visitor times  

- Action: Shane Hogg to liaise with Jan 
to get awareness linked to mowing 
contractors  

- Pampas on neighbouring properties & 
Great Barrier Rd verge ongoing issue 
due to spread of grass into Reserve. 
Request clarity on whether Auckland 
Transport or Auckland Council may be 
able to assist 

- Action: Mark Inglis (WLB) to clarify 
who is responsible for verge and 
whether Council can offer any help 
with pampas 



   
- Signage: Jan noted the is a lot of 

existing signage, group would like to 
add four more interpretative panels, 
paid for by group, currently in process 
of Council sign off 

- Reserve would like to invite school & 
preschool groups to enhance 
education aspect of project, cannot 
due to lack of toilets, have requested 
WLB consider possibility of toilets  

- Action: Shane Hogg to look into 
options to install a toilet at the 
reserve  

- Action: WLB members invited to visit 
reserve on 16 Feb 2022 

6:15pm Fishing line 
recycling bin 
scheme 

Carys Templar + Jude 
Chambers (Waiheke Marine 
Project) 

Present proposal on fishing line recycling bin 
scheme to potentially sit on council reserves 
near fishing spots.  

- Local High School student and fisher 
Jude proposing scheme to collect  
unwanted fishing materials for 
repurposing/ recycling 

- New project in scoping phase 
- Jude has designed and test bins made 

of donated materials (pvc pipe) 
- Tested design with Beach ambassador 

group 
- Three locations for prototype deposit 

bins proposed for Old Matiatia Wharf, 
Esplanade, Kennedy Point Wharf 

- Bins to be placed and emptied over 12 
week scoping period 

- Survey results will inform next steps 
re: how and where to place more bins 

- More materials need to be sourced, 
may request donations from 
community 

- Landowner permission required for 
bins to be placed 

- Action: Carys to liaise with Lisa on 
landowner requirements that relate to 
local board 

- Suggestions from Cr Coom + others on 
possible feedback mechanisms + 
possibility of presenting more 
advanced concept to Hauraki Gulf 
Forum (HGF) 



   
- Action: Carys to follow up with Cr 

Coom on invite to present to HGF, Lisa 
to act as liaison  

6:35pm Boat Wreck into 
Children's 
Playground 

Ari Vanderschoot Proposal to salvage & repurpose Rosalie Clare 
shipwreck for children’s playground item at 
Talking Tree Hill. 

- Acknowledged issue with disposing of 
boats 

- RC is made of rare wood 
- Ari & Ben asked for suggestions and 

dialogue with Waiheke community 
- Kirsten from TTH came in to support 

idea of a pirate ship playground item 
- Ari would like to use local company to 

slowly salvage wreck and barge 
correctly sized piece to TTH for 
storage then creating playground item 

- Council are in discussion with Ari re 
how boat can removed 

- Playground will be then designed and 
built as separate project 

- Cath offered to support Ari’s efforts 
with council to remove boat  

- Ari keen to know about grants for 
waste minimisation grants 

- Action: Lisa to work with Fiona to get 
related grant information to Ari 

- Cath offered to support project in 
ways LB can help with their realms of 
decision making 

6.55pm Local Board 
update and open 
Q&A session 
 
Current board 
projects 

  

7:00 pm Closing Karakia Chair Cath Handley Formally close the meeting. 

 

  



FISHING 
WASTE
DISPOSAL
UNIT 

Waiheke marine project 



Our Aim.

Throughout recent years it has been noted by many waiheke locals including myself 

that there is a large amount of fishing gear that is lost into the sea and/ or disposed of 

inappropriately. 

We aim to reduce this waste by providing small and easily accessible disposal units at 

locations where many people go fishing, and in parts of the coastline where fishing 

gear is commonly found. Inevitably reducing harm to marine life and beach goers. 

With the fishing gear we aim to repurpose and recycle by finding a way that we can 

give back to the community e.g; creating an art piece that represents our goals, 

creating bracelets woven from fishing line as a fundraiser for the marine project 



Our plan. 

Our current plan is to run a pilot survey with three of of our waste disposal units at 3 locations which are 
deemed popular fishing spots. These locations are Kennedy Point wharf, The Old Matiatia wharf, and the 
Esplanade.

This pilot survey will run over a 12 week period with each unit being emptied and the contents being 
recorded once per week. 

After this sample period we would run a survey throughout the community looking for locations that our 
unit may be beneficial and general feedback on improvements we could make. 

After we have gathered data we would then scale up the project to more locations using either me and 
friends or running a team of volunteers that would assist with the motoring data collection and storage of 
the waste. 

This project would then run for a decided period of time where we could run another survey asking people 
pros and cons and if they think it has made a difference to the locations where they are installed. 



Current design 

On the second of february we ran a small 

event alongside the beach ambassadors at 

little oneroa to get opinions and prototype 

what these units could look like. We came up 

with a simple but effective design made from 

pvc pipe with a detachable end to easily 

remove the waste. This would then be 

decorated with simple text explaining exactly 

what its purpose is.

We would mount these units in easily 

accessible and very obvious spots such as 

the lamppost on the end of the old  matiatia 

wharf  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WIIi_T6GJE36

JQA-5sqhJnMclYvbrC0Y/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WIIi_T6GJE36JQA-5sqhJnMclYvbrC0Y/view


What we need to move forward. 

The next step in the process of getting these units installed is permission from all 

of the necessary parties and landowners. 

We could then go forth with gathering resources from the waiheke transfer station 

and asking around in the community and then creating 3 sample units that can be 

installed and monitored. 



Thank you!

Thanks to the local board- with the funding Waiheke Marine Project received for 

youth action we are able to use some of that to fund this project.

Also, thanks to the Beach Ambassadors Program from WRT for partnering with us 

to make the workshop happen and engaging young people.



McKenzie 
Reserve
Local Board update Feb 2022



Our network:
building 
community 
spirit
´ 308 followers on Facebook

´ Over 200 families on our 
database



Our network :
building community spirit

´ Regular COVID updates to our facebook
network
´ Our volunteers support each other during this 
time



Our network :
building community spirit

´ Fliers in mailboxes re planting day 
and Labour Weekend Barbecue

´ Working closely with Waiheke 
Walking Festival, corporate 
working bees

´ More coverage in Gulf News



Volunteers

´ Down from 
previous years

´ Due to COVID-19

´ 212 hours this year

600



Planting
´ 400 trees planted in July 2021



Planting
´ We always have a cuppa and 

socialise afterwards, to ensure 
people get to meet



Weed work

´ Funding sourced through the Hauraki 
Gulf Conservation Trust has allowed us 
to contract Tony King-Turner

´ Weed control took place in two stages



´ Pampas coming from across the 
road is an ongoing problem

Weed work



Pest control

´ Our pest control work is on-
going

´ We coordinate our work with 
Te Korowai o Waiheke

´ All traps are GPS located
and monitored



More visitors

´ We’re not counting, but 
we see more people 
every year



Signage

He tiketike, he maroke, he puhoi, he pumau

Creating whenua ora - healthy land
High and dry, slow and steady 
Here we are watching the slow development of a healthy, 
new ng!here (forest) community.   

Forest kai
Many New Zealand trees have evolved fruits that 
entice birds – which help to spread their seeds.

The wood wide web
Trunks of the former pine forest are broken down by grubs, borers 
and cutters, slowly developing a layer of mulch on the ground.

T!tara foliage and bark

T!tara fruit 

How it’s done 
To re-establish a lush forest here takes time. We have to follow nature’s lead by planting 
species that actually thrive in windy places with poor soil. Slowly the soil will improve 
with increased forest litter and a more diverse ecosystem can develop.

What grows here?
We’ve planted shrubs like hebe, coprosma 
and karo in this dry zone. These ‘pioneer 
plants’ can cope with harsh, exposed 
conditions. They slowly improve the soil 
and give other species a chance to get 
started.

Others like mapou are partly planted 
and partly self-seeded – a sign of a good 
pioneer tree. Mapou do not grow tall, 
but are important players in the forest-
building game. 

Birds like fleshy feet
T!tara, miro and kahikatea are what we call podocarps. Podocarpus means ‘fleshy foot.’ 
These trees present their seeds on top of a berry-like juicy morsel (the fleshy foot) that is 
irresistable to birds. Often bright orange or pinky-red, these stand out. The birds eat the 
fruit, foot, seed and all, and spread the seeds far and wide. Clever! 

Amazing fungi
With increasing shade and moisture the mulch lays the foundation for the forest to come. 
This is helped along by mycorrhizal fungi that create a huge underground network that 
benefits plants and trees. Scientists are still learning about this mysterious ‘social network’ 
for plants. Discover more about ‘the world wood web’ online.

What’s possible  >  >  >
To the right, there is an area of ng"here 
(forest) that’s been growing for more 
than 40 years. It’s already a lot further 
along than what’s in front of you – but 
still far from the towering, multi-layered 
forest we are planning for McKenzie 
Reserve. We see this project as our gift to 
our rangatahi " mua (future generation).

People too
The bright red fruit of t!tara were also a 
favourite M"ori food. 

Dried koromiko leaves (a hebe) are used 
as a remedy for dysentery (really bad 
diarrhea). In the Second World War, 
they were shipped to Kiwi soldiers in 
North Africa. Long before that, M"ori 
used koromiko tea to treat ulcers, sores, 
headaches, kidney and bladder troubles, 
sexually transmitted diseases and ‘British 
cholera.’

The honey from koromiko is described as a 
“delicate light amber.”

Pests be gone!
Rats, rabbits and stoats continue to be a scourge on Waiheke Island. 
Rats eat everything – including eggs and native bird chicks. Rabbits 
nibble seedling and grass. Stoats eat birds and eggs.

Rabbits eat the young plants, that’s why we often protect them with 
shields.

The Friends of McKenzie Reserve coordinate a local pest control 
programme, and the Waiheke Island-wide Te Korowai o Waiheke project 
controls stoats.

Mu (insects) like the Prickly Stick 
Insect live on T!tara trees

Karamu berries are used  in 
M"ori cuisine.

Mapou trees have wavey leaves and red stems. Look out for matakupenga (basket fungi) in winter These bright orange fungi can be seen on rotten logs Bracket fungi  on tree trunks can grow for up to 70 years. Hebe have skinny, shiny leaves and delicate flowers.

We have planted t!tara here too.  These 
hardy trees  will eventually dominate the 
forest, and can  establish themselves in 
di#cult conditions.  Same with  
the p!hutukawa that are  
planted around the upper  
edge of the valley.

Join us
Come and join the Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve - an informal group of supporters, 
volunteers and neighbours. There are lots of 
ways you can get involved – from spending 
time at one of our working bees or helping 
with pest control. Everyone welcome! 

Follow us on facebook @TFOMR 
- The Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve for regular updates. 

Karamu is one of the species of the 
genus Coprosma. Manu (birds) love 
the berries, people too – they can be 
squeezed to make sweet or savoury 
sauces. 

Purei  
(Carex secta)

Riwiwaka  
(Bolboschoenus fluviatilis)

McKenzie Reserve

He pai ake te

Wetter is better
Bottom of the bowl
This is the wettest part of McKenzie Reserve.  
Most of the rain gathered in the huge bowl  
of the valley ends up here.      

Wet feet? no problem
We’ve planted lots of kahikatea in the reserve,  
mostly in and near the stream, because these trees  
love wet feet. 

Young kahikatea

Kahikatea fruit

K!kako

T"whaipapa (giraffe  weevil).

Things just grow here
It’s hard to see the water, especially in 
summer, but the e!ects are all around: 
lush grasses, upright n"kau trees, large 
harakeke flax plants. They relish the 
healthy, moist soil and fresh, filtered water. 
We’ve given nature a hand by keeping the 
weeds at bay.

Streams on Waiheke IslandWaiheke awa
Waiheke Island, with its short and steep 
hills, has lots of seasonal (ephemeral) 
streams, and very few permanent ones. 

The stream here does not always flow, but 
the ground underneath is usually moist. 
The plant community here is adapted to 
this on-o! flow.  

Not dead!
Look out for some brown young trees – 
they’re not dead, this is just what their 
saplings look like. These were planted in 
2016. 

To the left you’ll see older, more 
established kahikatea, planted in 2011. 
They have a distinctive green, conical 
form. Eventually all you’ll see here is 
massive tree trunks - kahikatea can grow 
up to 60m tall.

Special friends
All New Zealand vegetarian birds love 
kahikatea fruit. So do rats. That’s why you 
see so few fruit on many of the Waiheke 
kahikatea trees.

Giant kahikatea carry many passengers. 
A mature tree can have mossess, lichens, 
and seed plant and fern species in its 
branches. And kahikatea leafroller moth, 
huge Helms stag beetles (pictured), huhu 
grubs – and more.

Awa are important
For M#ori, water is the essence of all life, 
like the blood of Papat$#nuku (Earth 
mother) who supports all people, plants 
and wildlife. Enhancing the health and 
wellbeing of our waterways is a priority 
for many Iwi. M#ori often consider their 
personal health and the health of the Iwi to 

Join us
Come and join the Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve - an informal group of supporters, 
volunteers and neighbours. There are lots of 
ways you can get involved – from spending 
time at one of our working bees or helping 
with pest control. Everyone welcome! 

Follow us on facebook @TFOMR 
- The Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve for regular updates. 

Lost taonga
Kahikatea lowland forests were Aotearoa’s dominant ecosystem 
before Europeans arrived. Only tiny, scattered remnants remain. The 
beautiful, light timber has no scent, and mostly left our shores as 
export butter boxes. 

He iti te k!para ka r"rere i te puhi  
o te kahikatea’  
Though the k%para (bellbird) is small, it 
can reach the crown of the kahikatea.  
A whakatauki about aspiration, and the ability to achieve great things.

New additions
Look out for the newly planted pukatea that will eventually 
develop big buttress roots to cope with the mushy ground; and 
the beautiful and rare swamp maire, another wetland specialist. 

K!kako dreams
K%kako eat puketea leaves; and the tree 
hosts the funky t$whaipapa (gira!e 
weevil). Hopefully when these young trees 
are all mature, k%kako will be able to 
return to a pest-free Waiheke.

be linked to the health of their  
water bodies.

Ko te wai te ora ng# 
mea katoa 
Water is the life giver of all things.

Permanent stream

Ephemeral stream

Sub-canopy

Canopy

Emergents

Forest
layers THE ENGINE ROOM OF A FOREST 

Down here the leaf litter (dead stu! from the trees) 
gets turned into compost by an army of bugs, 
bacteria and fungi. Seedlings and saplings are 
nourished here. One day these forest babies will 
grow to replace the big trees. 

SHADY CHARACTERS
As there is little direct light down here this is the 
ideal place for shade lovers like ferns, mosses 
and orchids.

HUMAN HEIGHT
Plants like kawakawa, m"hoe, hangehange, 
m"pou, coprosmas, bigger ferns and kauri 
grass are familiar companions when 
bush walking.

A LITTLE LIGHT PLEASE 
These shrubs don’t need much light, but take 
what they can. Many of them also thrive on 
the forest margins.

FRUITING TREES
P#riri, kohekohe, karaka, tawa and taraire 
dominate this layer.

A LEAKY ROOF
The canopy trees form a dense layer. 
They reach for the light and o!er shade and 
shelter to those below, however, dappled 
sunlight and rain still filter through.

THE UMBRELLA LAYER
Many plants like tree ferns and n$kau have 
splayed branches to capture 
more light. 

EMERGENCY SHELTER
N$kau palms with their umbrella shape are 
great to stand under if caught in a rain 
shower!

THE GIANTS
The tallest trees in the forest such as kauri, 
rimu, t%tara and r"t" emerge through the 
canopy trees and tower above them.

CATCH A RIDE TO THE SUN
The forest giants provide great supports for 
epiphytes (perching plants) and vines such 
as rata, which use the host tree to reach 
the sunshine.

Karaka CanopyMamaku N!kau palmsM"hoe Kauri R"t"Kauri snail and fungi Spider orchid Kawakawa

McKenzie Reserve has a long way 
to go - this forest is still very 
young. This panel shows what we 
are aiming for.

Eventually this will become a mature forest 
with distinct layers - each with its own plants 
and animals. They adapt according to the light 
and conditions at each level. 

Visit the Wait!kere Ranges in West Auckland to 
see some excellent examples of a mature forest.
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ShrubsForest floor

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

TARAIRE and TAWA 

KARAKA

N!KAU

MIRO

KAHIKATEA K"WHAI and LACEBARKThe seed sits on top of a fleshy fruit.

Taraire and tawa berries taste a bit 
like turps but kereru enjoy them. TAWA

Only kerer! can swallow these big berries.

N!KAU The fruiting of n"kau peaks in summer. 

Kerer! may become drunk when gorging on these berries.

N!KAU

P#RIRI P#RIRI 

Kerer! browse on the leaves.

K"WHAIHARAKEKE HARAKEKE

KOHEKOHE

P#RIRI

M$HOE

MAKOMAKO RIMU KARO

T!" love flax nectar.
Spot t!" with orange flax pollen 
on their heads in summer.

T!" will defend flowering trees 
to keep rival birds away.K"WHAI In spring, kerer! eat k#whai flowers.

Karo flowers are fragrant as well as tasty.
The nectar is a t!" favourite in springtime.

How many of these trees and birds 
can you find on your walk? 

These little berries are a perfect snack size. 

The rimu bears small orange fruits
similar to those of kahikatea.

T!" enjoy the grape-like 
clusters of the wineberry.

The little purple m$hoe berries are popular with t!". 
You can see the e%ect of this diet in their purple droppings!

KAHIKATEA REWAREWA

P"HUTUKAWA P"HUTUKAWA

Flowers are available throughout the year and form an important winter food source.The fruit hang like bright red cherries to entice kerer!.

Long tendrils with waxy white flowers sprout
directly from the trunks and branches in early winter.

P#RIRI

These flamboyant flowers, full of 
delectable nectar, are a t!" favourite.

Our iconic Christmas tree 
provides a nectar feast for t!". 

Some n"kau berries are available throughout the year.

Food
calendar
This is what two important reserve 
residents, kerer! and t!" eat 
throughout the year.

Kerer! rummage through the forest canopy. 
They are the only birds that can eat the largest fruits and berries. 
Kerer! then spread the seeds thoughout the forest.

LEAN  TIME
August - October is the time of year 
when forest fruits are scarce. At this 
time kerer! switch to browsing on the 
foliage of native trees.

Fruits and berries

Nectar and flowers

Leaves

Kerer! T!" are mainly nectar feeders. Their beaks and tongues are spe-
cially adapted to sip the nectar from flowers. They also eat the 
smaller forest fruits when they are in season.T!"

SPRING FEAST
T!" go crazy when spring arrives and the first 
kowhai flowers appear. Come here in 
September and watch the feeding frenzy.

Challenge:

Four new signs coming up – funding has been 
covered by the Friends



Purei  
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Riwiwaka  
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Wetter is better
Bottom of the bowl
This is the wettest part of McKenzie Reserve.  
Most of the rain gathered in the huge bowl  
of the valley ends up here.      

Wet feet? no problem
We’ve planted lots of kahikatea in the reserve,  
mostly in and near the stream, because these trees  
love wet feet. 

Young kahikatea

Kahikatea fruit

K!kako

T"whaipapa (giraffe  weevil).

Things just grow here
It’s hard to see the water, especially in 
summer, but the e!ects are all around: 
lush grasses, upright n"kau trees, large 
harakeke flax plants. They relish the 
healthy, moist soil and fresh, filtered water. 
We’ve given nature a hand by keeping the 
weeds at bay.

Streams on Waiheke IslandWaiheke awa
Waiheke Island, with its short and steep 
hills, has lots of seasonal (ephemeral) 
streams, and very few permanent ones. 

The stream here does not always flow, but 
the ground underneath is usually moist. 
The plant community here is adapted to 
this on-o! flow.  

Not dead!
Look out for some brown young trees – 
they’re not dead, this is just what their 
saplings look like. These were planted in 
2016. 

To the left you’ll see older, more 
established kahikatea, planted in 2011. 
They have a distinctive green, conical 
form. Eventually all you’ll see here is 
massive tree trunks - kahikatea can grow 
up to 60m tall.

Special friends
All New Zealand vegetarian birds love 
kahikatea fruit. So do rats. That’s why you 
see so few fruit on many of the Waiheke 
kahikatea trees.

Giant kahikatea carry many passengers. 
A mature tree can have mossess, lichens, 
and seed plant and fern species in its 
branches. And kahikatea leafroller moth, 
huge Helms stag beetles (pictured), huhu 
grubs – and more.

Awa are important
For M#ori, water is the essence of all life, 
like the blood of Papat$#nuku (Earth 
mother) who supports all people, plants 
and wildlife. Enhancing the health and 
wellbeing of our waterways is a priority 
for many Iwi. M#ori often consider their 
personal health and the health of the Iwi to 

Join us
Come and join the Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve - an informal group of supporters, 
volunteers and neighbours. There are lots of 
ways you can get involved – from spending 
time at one of our working bees or helping 
with pest control. Everyone welcome! 

Follow us on facebook @TFOMR 
- The Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve for regular updates. 

Lost taonga
Kahikatea lowland forests were Aotearoa’s dominant ecosystem 
before Europeans arrived. Only tiny, scattered remnants remain. The 
beautiful, light timber has no scent, and mostly left our shores as 
export butter boxes. 

He iti te k!para ka r"rere i te puhi  
o te kahikatea’  
Though the k%para (bellbird) is small, it 
can reach the crown of the kahikatea.  
A whakatauki about aspiration, and the ability to achieve great things.

New additions
Look out for the newly planted pukatea that will eventually 
develop big buttress roots to cope with the mushy ground; and 
the beautiful and rare swamp maire, another wetland specialist. 

K!kako dreams
K%kako eat puketea leaves; and the tree 
hosts the funky t$whaipapa (gira!e 
weevil). Hopefully when these young trees 
are all mature, k%kako will be able to 
return to a pest-free Waiheke.

be linked to the health of their  
water bodies.

Ko te wai te ora ng# 
mea katoa 
Water is the life giver of all things.

Permanent stream

Ephemeral stream

Wetland panel



He tiketike, he maroke, he puhoi, he pumau

Creating whenua ora - healthy land
High and dry, slow and steady 
Here we are watching the slow development of a healthy, 
new ng!here (forest) community.   

Forest kai
Many New Zealand trees have evolved fruits that 
entice birds – which help to spread their seeds.

The wood wide web
Trunks of the former pine forest are broken down by grubs, borers 
and cutters, slowly developing a layer of mulch on the ground.

T!tara foliage and bark

T!tara fruit 

How it’s done 
To re-establish a lush forest here takes time. We have to follow nature’s lead by planting 
species that actually thrive in windy places with poor soil. Slowly the soil will improve 
with increased forest litter and a more diverse ecosystem can develop.

What grows here?
We’ve planted shrubs like hebe, coprosma 
and karo in this dry zone. These ‘pioneer 
plants’ can cope with harsh, exposed 
conditions. They slowly improve the soil 
and give other species a chance to get 
started.

Others like mapou are partly planted 
and partly self-seeded – a sign of a good 
pioneer tree. Mapou do not grow tall, 
but are important players in the forest-
building game. 

Birds like fleshy feet
T!tara, miro and kahikatea are what we call podocarps. Podocarpus means ‘fleshy foot.’ 
These trees present their seeds on top of a berry-like juicy morsel (the fleshy foot) that is 
irresistable to birds. Often bright orange or pinky-red, these stand out. The birds eat the 
fruit, foot, seed and all, and spread the seeds far and wide. Clever! 

Amazing fungi
With increasing shade and moisture the mulch lays the foundation for the forest to come. 
This is helped along by mycorrhizal fungi that create a huge underground network that 
benefits plants and trees. Scientists are still learning about this mysterious ‘social network’ 
for plants. Discover more about ‘the world wood web’ online.

What’s possible  >  >  >
To the right, there is an area of ng"here 
(forest) that’s been growing for more 
than 40 years. It’s already a lot further 
along than what’s in front of you – but 
still far from the towering, multi-layered 
forest we are planning for McKenzie 
Reserve. We see this project as our gift to 
our rangatahi " mua (future generation).

People too
The bright red fruit of t!tara were also a 
favourite M"ori food. 

Dried koromiko leaves (a hebe) are used 
as a remedy for dysentery (really bad 
diarrhea). In the Second World War, 
they were shipped to Kiwi soldiers in 
North Africa. Long before that, M"ori 
used koromiko tea to treat ulcers, sores, 
headaches, kidney and bladder troubles, 
sexually transmitted diseases and ‘British 
cholera.’

The honey from koromiko is described as a 
“delicate light amber.”

Pests be gone!
Rats, rabbits and stoats continue to be a scourge on Waiheke Island. 
Rats eat everything – including eggs and native bird chicks. Rabbits 
nibble seedling and grass. Stoats eat birds and eggs.

Rabbits eat the young plants, that’s why we often protect them with 
shields.

The Friends of McKenzie Reserve coordinate a local pest control 
programme, and the Waiheke Island-wide Te Korowai o Waiheke project 
controls stoats.

Mu (insects) like the Prickly Stick 
Insect live on T!tara trees

Karamu berries are used  in 
M"ori cuisine.

Mapou trees have wavey leaves and red stems. Look out for matakupenga (basket fungi) in winter These bright orange fungi can be seen on rotten logs Bracket fungi  on tree trunks can grow for up to 70 years. Hebe have skinny, shiny leaves and delicate flowers.

We have planted t!tara here too.  These 
hardy trees  will eventually dominate the 
forest, and can  establish themselves in 
di#cult conditions.  Same with  
the p!hutukawa that are  
planted around the upper  
edge of the valley.

Join us
Come and join the Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve - an informal group of supporters, 
volunteers and neighbours. There are lots of 
ways you can get involved – from spending 
time at one of our working bees or helping 
with pest control. Everyone welcome! 

Follow us on facebook @TFOMR 
- The Friends of McKenzie 
Reserve for regular updates. 

Karamu is one of the species of the 
genus Coprosma. Manu (birds) love 
the berries, people too – they can be 
squeezed to make sweet or savoury 
sauces. 

Exposed ridge panel
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TARAIRE and TAWA 

KARAKA

N!KAU

MIRO

KAHIKATEA K"WHAI and LACEBARKThe seed sits on top of a fleshy fruit.

Taraire and tawa berries taste a bit 
like turps but kereru enjoy them. TAWA

Only kerer! can swallow these big berries.

N!KAU The fruiting of n"kau peaks in summer. 

Kerer! may become drunk when gorging on these berries.

N!KAU

P#RIRI P#RIRI 

Kerer! browse on the leaves.

K"WHAIHARAKEKE HARAKEKE

KOHEKOHE

P#RIRI

M$HOE

MAKOMAKO RIMU KARO

T!" love flax nectar.
Spot t!" with orange flax pollen 
on their heads in summer.

T!" will defend flowering trees 
to keep rival birds away.K"WHAI In spring, kerer! eat k#whai flowers.

Karo flowers are fragrant as well as tasty.
The nectar is a t!" favourite in springtime.

How many of these trees and birds 
can you find on your walk? 

These little berries are a perfect snack size. 

The rimu bears small orange fruits
similar to those of kahikatea.

T!" enjoy the grape-like 
clusters of the wineberry.

The little purple m$hoe berries are popular with t!". 
You can see the e%ect of this diet in their purple droppings!

KAHIKATEA REWAREWA

P"HUTUKAWA P"HUTUKAWA

Flowers are available throughout the year and form an important winter food source.The fruit hang like bright red cherries to entice kerer!.

Long tendrils with waxy white flowers sprout
directly from the trunks and branches in early winter.

P#RIRI

These flamboyant flowers, full of 
delectable nectar, are a t!" favourite.

Our iconic Christmas tree 
provides a nectar feast for t!". 

Some n"kau berries are available throughout the year.

Food
calendar
This is what two important reserve 
residents, kerer! and t!" eat 
throughout the year.

Kerer! rummage through the forest canopy. 
They are the only birds that can eat the largest fruits and berries. 
Kerer! then spread the seeds thoughout the forest.

LEAN  TIME
August - October is the time of year 
when forest fruits are scarce. At this 
time kerer! switch to browsing on the 
foliage of native trees.

Fruits and berries

Nectar and flowers

Leaves

Kerer! T!" are mainly nectar feeders. Their beaks and tongues are spe-
cially adapted to sip the nectar from flowers. They also eat the 
smaller forest fruits when they are in season.T!"

SPRING FEAST
T!" go crazy when spring arrives and the first 
kowhai flowers appear. Come here in 
September and watch the feeding frenzy.

Challenge:

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

TARAIRE and TAWA 

KARAKA

N!KAU

MIRO

KAHIKATEA The seed sits on top of a fleshy fruit.

Taraire and tawa berries taste a bit 
like turps but kereru enjoy them. TAWA

Only kerer! can swallow these big berries.

N!KAU The fruiting of n"kau peaks in summer. 

Kerer! may become drunk when gorging on these berries.

P#RIRI The fruit hang like bright red cherries to entice kerer!.

Some n"kau berries are available throughout the year.

calendar
Kerer! rummage through the forest canopy. 
They are the only birds that can eat the largest fruits and berries. 
Kerer! then spread the seeds thoughout the forest.Kerer!
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Sub-canopy

Canopy

Emergents

Forest
layers THE ENGINE ROOM OF A FOREST 

Down here the leaf litter (dead stu! from the trees) 
gets turned into compost by an army of bugs, 
bacteria and fungi. Seedlings and saplings are 
nourished here. One day these forest babies will 
grow to replace the big trees. 

SHADY CHARACTERS
As there is little direct light down here this is the 
ideal place for shade lovers like ferns, mosses 
and orchids.

HUMAN HEIGHT
Plants like kawakawa, m"hoe, hangehange, 
m"pou, coprosmas, bigger ferns and kauri 
grass are familiar companions when 
bush walking.

A LITTLE LIGHT PLEASE 
These shrubs don’t need much light, but take 
what they can. Many of them also thrive on 
the forest margins.

FRUITING TREES
P#riri, kohekohe, karaka, tawa and taraire 
dominate this layer.

A LEAKY ROOF
The canopy trees form a dense layer. 
They reach for the light and o!er shade and 
shelter to those below, however, dappled 
sunlight and rain still filter through.

THE UMBRELLA LAYER
Many plants like tree ferns and n$kau have 
splayed branches to capture 
more light. 

EMERGENCY SHELTER
N$kau palms with their umbrella shape are 
great to stand under if caught in a rain 
shower!

THE GIANTS
The tallest trees in the forest such as kauri, 
rimu, t%tara and r"t" emerge through the 
canopy trees and tower above them.

CATCH A RIDE TO THE SUN
The forest giants provide great supports for 
epiphytes (perching plants) and vines such 
as rata, which use the host tree to reach 
the sunshine.

Karaka CanopyMamaku N!kau palmsM"hoe Kauri R"t"Kauri snail and fungi Spider orchid Kawakawa

McKenzie Reserve has a long way 
to go - this forest is still very 
young. This panel shows what we 
are aiming for.

Eventually this will become a mature forest 
with distinct layers - each with its own plants 
and animals. They adapt according to the light 
and conditions at each level. 

Visit the Wait!kere Ranges in West Auckland to 
see some excellent examples of a mature forest.
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ShrubsForest floor

Sub-canopy

THE UMBRELLA LAYER
Many plants like tree ferns and n$kau have 
splayed branches to capture 
more light. 

EMERGENCY SHELTER
N$kau palms with their umbrella shape are 
great to stand under if caught in a rain 
shower!

Mamaku N!kau palms
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Looking ahead

´ We will keep our focus on education and 
community building

´ Lookout project – slow moving, but not 
giving up!

´ Mowing – hopefully kept under control

´ Toilets are top of our wish list,  so we can 
host groups of children



Conclusion

´ Feedback on signs?

´ Next steps to get signs in place

´ How do we get a toilet in the Reserve?

´ Invitation to come and have a walkthrough
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